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HOW TO DELETE YOUR GOOGLE DATA
You might not realize it, but Google knows a lot about you. For every
website you’ve visited and every search term you’ve used, a record of that
data is stored. This data can be used to suggest related content, show you
ads based on your searches and help you find related information
SET UP
faster. But if you’re privacy minded, you can easily delete this data
AUTOPAY!
using privacy features built into your browser.
Privacy tools are important in today’s
vulnerable-data world. And even if you
are not tech savvy, many of these tools are
easy to use; some are even automated.
Though you can use tools to delete
your history, Google—and its Chrome
browser—has now come out with a way
to “auto destruct” your search history.
So, what is the best way to use Google’s
new privacy tools? Get started at
myactivity.google.com.
Click Activity Controls in the left column
on desktop or by navigating to the menu
icon on a smartphone. You will then see
an option called Web & App Activity.
Click Manage Activity and then the button
under the calendar icon “Choose to delete
automatically.” Here, you can set your
activity history on several Google products
to automatically erase itself after three
months, 18 months, or the default, which
is to keep it until you delete it manually.
This data includes searches made on
Google.com, voice requests made with
Google Assistant, searches in Google’s Play
app store and more.

Below the Web & App Activity section,
you can go through the same steps to
delete your YouTube history and Google
Maps location history.
Choosing Settings
Google’s privacy tools can delete your
search history automatically, including
Google searches, virtual assistant
requests and location history.
Google Maps also has an incognito
option if you don’t want to share your
location. When activating incognito
mode in Maps, you’ll receive this
message: “Turning on Incognito Mode in
Maps does not affect how your activity
is used or saved by internet providers,
other apps, voice search, and other
Google services.” This means only your
Maps browsing and location sharing are
temporarily disabled.
If you are a Google Assistant user, you
can now also say “Hey Google, delete
the last thing I said” or “Hey Google,
delete everything I said to you last
week” without having to access the
My Activity tools.

Google’s privacy tools are easy to use. If your personal data is a concern,
take a few minutes to set up these data-protecting features.
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Processing Fee For
One-Time Payments
All one-time payments,
whether they are made with
a credit/debit card or an
electronic deduction from
a bank account, include a
processing fee of $3.95. This fee
applies if payment is made online
at arvig.net, over the phone or in
the store.
The $3.95 processing fee is
collected by our payment
processing company.
To avoid paying this fee, sign up
for AutoPay with Arvig. All you
need to do is go to arvig.net;
click PAY MY BILL, and the
online tools will walk you
through the process of setting
up automatic payments from
your bank account.

Labor Day Hours
Our local service centers will be
closed for Labor Day on Monday,
September 7, 2020.
Technical Support will be
available at 877.290.0560 and via
online chat at arvig.net.
Visit arvig.com/locations for a full
list of our contact information
and hours.
ARR-142198

A NEW VIEW:

TV IS CHANGING,

but people still CRAVE CONTENT

Last month, we shared how television has
evolved in the past 25 years, and how video
trends are leading the way into the future.
This month we’ll look at the many ways to
access video entertainment and the key role
that broadband plays.

4 WAYS TO PLAY
 TVs are internet-

enabled and
packaged with
dozens of
integrated apps
for programming.

 High-speed

internet allows
computers to play
HD and better
video quality
in browsers.

 Small, lightweight  With an app and a
and portable,
tablets are highly
video-capable
and improving all
the time.

tap, smartphones
deliver video
without missing a
beat—wirelessly.

BROADBAND IS THE BACKBONE
The driving force behind new trends in television will continue to be high-speed internet.
As homes accumulate more streaming-capable devices, including smart TVs, broadband
needs will rise. Video is one of the most bandwidth-demanding online activities.

STAY TUNED for the finale next month, or view the entire infographic at arvigbusiness.com/blog.

ARVIG WIFI TV
Streaming on a television near you!

WiFi

Enjoy the flexibility to choose how you watch: on your TV, tablet,
computer or smartphone.

Delivered by Arvig®

arvig.com/WiFiTV

If you have comments or suggestions regarding this newsletter, please send them to marketing@arvig.com. Thank you.

